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	Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office Word 2003, 9780789729705 (0789729709), Que, 2003
Get up to speed on Word 2003's capabilities with concise, step-by-step tips from a Word expert!

Finally, readers without any Word experience have a book that was created just for them! This book is written for the reader who may be using Word for the very first time. Everything a reader needs to learn how to use Word is right here, presented in an easy-to-follow format. Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office Word 2003 takes the reader through the basics, from starting Word to creating, editing, and formatting documents. The reader will learn how to use Word's productivity tools, with lots of numbered steps to lead them through the process. Everything from styles to tables to clip art to charts is covered so when finished, the reader will feel confident about using Word's most powerful features. 


About the Author

Laura Acklen has been involved in the development of a number of academic and corporate training series. She worked on the development team for the Que Education and Training Essentials books and wrote the Windows 3.1, Windows 95, Word for Windows 95, and Word for Windows 6.0 student manuals. Laura wrote Que Publishing's First Look at Windows 95. She is also the author of Sams Teach Yourself Office 2000 in 10 Minutes, and the co-author of DDC Publishing's Upgrading to Office 2000 in the One-Day series. Laura is a Microsoft Office User Specialist in all levels of Microsoft Word 2000. Most recently, she conducted MOUS Certification courses for DDC Publishing in major cities all over Texas.
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Business Process Change, Second Edition: A Guide for Business Managers and BPM and Six Sigma Professionals (The MK/OMG Press)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007

	Every company wants to improve the way it does business, to produce goods and services more efficiently, and to increase profits. Nonprofit organizations are also concerned with efficiency, productivity, and with achieving the goals they set for themselves. Every manager understands that achieving these goals is part of his or her job....


		

Networking with Microsoft TCP/IP Certified Administrator's Resource EditionNew Riders Publishing, 1997
Finally, an all-inclusive resource for implementing TCP/IP and it's certified by Microsoft. No other book on the market combines thorough coverage, expert advice, and Microsoft-certified training material in one great book. You'll find in-depth, up-to-date coverage of the latest TCP/IP technologies, including managing DHCP, leveraging WINS,...

		

Mathematical Principles of Optical Fiber Communication (CBMS-NSF Regional Conference Series in Applied Mathematics)SIAM, 2004
With the maturing of mobile portable telephony and the emerging broadband access market, greater fiber transmission capacity will be essential in the early 21st century. Since the demand for more capacity drives the development of new optics-based technologies, fiber optics therefore remains a vibrant area for research. Mathematical Principles of...




	

Computing with New Resources: Essays Dedicated to Jozef Gruska on the Occasion of His 80th Birthday (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2014

	Professor Jozef Gruska is a well known computer scientist for his many and broad results. He was the father of theoretical computer science research in Czechoslovakia and among the first Slovak programmers in the early 1960s. Jozef Gruska introduced the descriptional complexity of grammars, automata, and languages, and is one of the pioneers...


		

LÖVE for Lua Game ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you want to create 2D games for Windows, Linux, and OS X, this guide to the LÖVE framework is a must. Written for hobbyists and professionals, it will help you leverage Lua for fast and easy game development.


	Overview

	
		Discover the LÖVE framework and build games easily and efficiently
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WPF 4 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010

	The #1 WPF Book--Now Updated for WPF 4!


	 


	Full Color: Code samples appear as they do in Visual Studio!


	 


	Thorough, authoritative coverage, practical examples, clear writing, and...
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